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With guidance from Assistant Curator John Nance (right), summer interns
Matt Murphy (left) and Donald Morgan III, and Prep Lab intern Paige
Fischer apply the finishing touches to an archival jacket housing a
Miocene baleen whale skull. Photo by S. Godfrey.

Paleo Summer Interns

Summer interns (from right to
left) Matt Murphy, Cecily
Heim, Victor Perez, and
Donald Morgan III pose with
John
Nance
(Assistant
Curator) sporting PALEO
POD tees. These custom-made
tie-dye tees were created by
Cecily! Many thanks for
another wonderful summer.
Photo by K. Zabiegalski. ☼
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September Lectures in
Paleontology at the
Calvert Marine Museum
On Saturday, September 13th, Dr. Bruce
MacFadden from the Florida Museum of Natural
History (Gainesville) will speak on: "FOSSIL—A
National Network of Amateur and Professional
Paleontologists in the U.S." This public lecture will
begin at 2:30pm in the new Harms Gallery.
Also on Saturday, September 13th, Paleontology
Summer Intern Donald Morgan III will speak on
"Stable Isotopic Analysis of Miocene Crocodile
Teeth." His presentation will begin at 1:30pm, also
in the Harms Gallery. ☼

Jeff Siewerdsen and John Nance carefully place a
eurhinodelphinid skull, donated to the Calvert
Marine Museum by Ray Bacorn, into the CTscanner.

Fossils CT-scanned at
Johns Hopkins

Chloe Steveson (Senior Applications Development
Specialist, CT Division, Toshiba Medical Systems
Corporation) scanned the eurhinodelphinid skull at
Johns Hopkins.

Dr. Jeff Siewerdsen carefully secures a fossil
containing a series of articulated Miocene fish
vertebrae to their bench-top CT-scanner. Tommy
Reigel scanned the fossil and pushed the images into
VuePACS, the software used to view the scanimages.

In addition to this eurhinodelphinid skull,
several specimens from the Smithsonian of extinct
and extant whales were scanned for a number of
ongoing research projects. I am indebted to Dr. Jeff
Siewerdsen
(The
I-STAR
Laboratory
[http://istar.jhu.edu/] at Johns Hopkins), Dr. Joao
Lima (Professor of Medicine and Radiology,
Director of Cardiovascular Imaging at Johns
Hopkins), Jorge Guzman (Johns Hopkins Heart and
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Vascular Institute), and Chloe Steveson (Senior
Applications Development Specialist, CT Division,
Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation) for their time
and generous assistance in obtaining CT scans for
the Calvert Marine Museum.

Google Hangout along
Calvert Cliffs

Screen shot of the first partial scan of the
eurhinodelphinid dolphin skull. ½ mm-scan intervals
resulted in higher resolution images. Photos by S.
Godfrey. ☼

Large Donation Received
Google Science Fair 2014 Hangout in Air: Fossils in
the Sky with Aaron Alford and Jason Osborne.
https://plus.google.com/events/c116le9j4utgbjqco02
mkoufon0#events/c116le9j4utgbjqco02mkoufon0
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Portion of a large donation of Miocene and Pliocene
fossils received from Ron Ison. Thank you!

All Fins On
Documentary film team completes pioneering night
dive with “world’s most dangerous shark” - The
Oceanic Whitetip: http://www.allfinson.com/

Burrowing Animals May Have
Been Key to
Stabilizing Earth's Oxygen
http://sdu.dk/en/Om_SDU/Fakulteterne/Naturvidens
kab/Nyheder/2014_08_06_burrowing
Submitted by Robert Hazen. ☼

Courtesy of Robert Cantrell. ☼
Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/exhibits/paleontology-newsletter.php
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A Juvenile Kentriodontid Skull
from Calvert Cliffs;
A Preliminary Analysis

coated with sublimed ammonium chloride in the
Department of Paleobiology, National Museum of
Natural History - the Smithsonian Institution.

Donald Morgan III and Stephen J. Godfrey
During my two-summer internship at the
Calvert Marine Museum, I had the pleasure of
working towards the description of the skull of a
juvenile kentriodontid (Fig. 1). Kentriodontids (Figs.
2 and 3) are a mostly Miocene-age, group of nowextinct dolphins that appear to have given rise to
South American river dolphins, delphinids (oceanic
dolphins), porpoises, and monodontids (narwhals
and their kin). The specimen (CMM-V-4885, Fig. 1)
was collected a few years ago from Bed 11 of the
Calvert Formation at Plum Point, Maryland along
Calvert Cliffs.

Figure 2. Life restoration of a Miocene
kentriodontid. Drawing by Tim Scheirer; © CMM.

Figure 3. Stratigraphic occurrence of kentriodontids
within the Maryland Miocene.

Figure 1. CMM-V-4885, a juvenile kentriodontid
dolphin skull in dorsal view. Collected from Bed 11
along Calvert Cliffs, MD. The skull was lightly

Several characteristics of the skull indicate
that CMM-V-4885 was a juvenile at the time of
death. 1) Many of the sutures between the bones of
the skull remain open and unfused. 2) Although the
front end of the rostrum was not preserved, what is
gives every indication that it was relatively short
(Fig. 4). Baby dolphins are born with a rostrum that
is proportionately shorter than those of their parents.
A long, slender rostrum is risky to give birth to. 3)
The teeth were not yet held in distinct sockets; rather
all its teeth were crammed together into what is
known as an alveolar trough. All extant odontocetes
are born with the only set of teeth that they will have
during their entire lifetime. At birth, the teeth are
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crowded together in a trough instead of occupying
individual sockets. As they mature, the rostrum
grows faster than most other parts of the skull,
spreading the teeth apart and allowing for the
formation of individual sockets. Kentriodontids did
likewise. 4) And finally, the orbits and braincase are
disproportionately large as compared to the rest of
the skull; another common feature of infant and
juvenile mammals.

Figure 4. Preliminary restoration of a juvenile
kentriodontid skull, based on CMM-V-4885.
Kentriodontids are characterized by a nearly
symmetric skull, a flat vertex that is essentially
pentagonal (the vertex is the highest point on the
skull and is composed of the nasal and frontal
bones), and nasals that have a groove along their
anterior face (Dawson, 1996); all of which CMM-V4885 possesses. There might be as many as ten
kentriodontid species in the geologic formations
comprising the Chesapeake Group. However,

assigning this juvenile skull to a known
kentriodontid species has proven to be problematic.
At least some kentriodontids can be ruled out.
CMM-V-4885 is not a juvenile Kentriodon pernix,
even though they look superficially similar. The
cranial region of the juvenile dolphin is already
larger than that of an adult K. pernix, and the
juvenile skull also features a wider more open
antorbital notch.
We were also able to rule out the possibility
of CMM-V-4885 being a juvenile Delphinodon
dividum. Although CMM-V-4885 sports a reduced
rostrum like that of D. dividum, differences between
the shapes of their supraorbital regions, their
pterygoid sinuses, the position of palatine foramina,
and tooth size indicate that they are not conspecific.
For the length of its rostrum, D. dividum possesses
proportionately large teeth. The roots of these teeth
are also quite large and long for a kentriodontid, and
could not fit into the alveolar trough in CMM-V4885.
Furthermore, CMM-V-4885 is not a juvenile
or neonate of any of the large Chesapeake Group
kentriodontids like Hadrodelphis calvertense,
Macrokentriodon morani, Lophocetus calvertensis,
or “Lophocetus” pappus. The teeth in these large
kentriodontids are too large to have been held in the
rostrum of this smaller kentriodontid. Odontocetes
typically give birth to proportionately large young;
between 40-48% the size of their mothers (Perrin
and Reilly, 1984). Consequently, CMM-V-4885 is
too small and morphologically too distinct to have
been a neonate of Hadrodelphis, Macrokentriodon,
or Lophocetus.
Two possibilities remain: CMM-V-4885
could be a juvenile of Kentriodon schneideri, known
only from the Pungo River Formation (a Calvert
Formation equivalent) in North Carolina, or a
juvenile of an unnamed kentriodontid species in the
collections at the Calvert Marine Museum. Both of
these species are of medium-size kentriodontids in
the size range expected for an adult of our juvenile
skull. Unfortunately, the type and only known skull
of Kentriodon schneideri is not a well preserved
specimen; sutures and details of its anatomy are
difficult to interpret. However, it does possess
relatively small teeth, a plus for its candidacy.
The best match is with an unnamed,
relatively long-snouted, kentriodontid, which, like
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CMM-V-4885 was also collected from Bed 11 of the
Calvert Formation. There do not appear to be any
morphological features that would preclude
assigning CMM-V-4885 to this as yet unnamed
species. More comparative work is needed to
substantiate this latest hypothesis.
The diversity of kentriodontids during the
Miocene was a prequel to the current success of
delphinids (the oceanic dolphins). Delphinidae is the
largest and most diverse cetacean family. Some
species differ little in skull morphology; the same
was apparently true of kentriodontids.
References
Dawson, S. 1996. A new kentriodontid dolphin
(Cetacea; Delphinoidea) from the Middle
Miocene Choptank Formation, Maryland.
Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology 16:135-140.
Perrin, W.F.; Reilly, S.B. 1984. Reproductive
parameters of dolphins and small whales of the
Family Deiphinidae. Report of the International
Whaling Commission. Issue 4.

Snakes along the Cliffs

Great White Shark in
Ocean City, Maryland

Victoria and Brianna flirt with danger next to
Frontier Town’s Great White Shark, Ocean City,
MD. Apparently, this megalodon-sized model of a
great white shark was used as a prop in one of Jaws’
sequels. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Daisy Spots a Fossil in the Cliffs
This copperhead
(Agkistrodon contortrix)
takes refuge in a treerooted slump pile

This northern
watersnake (Nerodia
sipedon) suns itself on a
slump pile along Calvert
Cliffs.

These photos are included as a gentle reminder that
snakes like fossils to!
Photos by S. Godfrey and B. Palmer respectively. ☼

Right center, Stephen Godfrey and Walt Johns
evaluate a fossil in the cliffs and decide that the
giant block of overhanging sediment (arrow)
precludes its excavation. Photo by J. Nance. ☼
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Paleocene Nautiloid
Donated to CMM

common in the Calvert Formation, however, we’ve
never seen one from the St. Marys. But this is not E.
tricostata, this shell belongs to the species Ecphora
gardnerae germonae that is commonly found in the
St. Marys Formation and occasionally exhibits
anomalous rib numbers. Shells with irregular ribs
have always had more than the characteristic 4 ribs;
some having 5, 6, or more. However, the accessory
ribs are usually smaller than the 4 prominent main
ribs. In this example there are only 3 prominent
main ribs and 2 small accessory ribs. Strange!
Submitted by J. Nance. ☼

Pathological Deer Forelimb

Peter Bernard found this impressive nautiloid,
Hercoglossa tuomeyi, along the Potomac River and
donated it to the CMM. Apparently, these extinct
nautiloids are found in both the Paleocene Aquia
Formation and the Eocene Nanjemoy Formation. ☼

Three ribbed Ecphora?
Bill Palmer found this modern and severely
pathological deer forelimb. The humerus (vertical
moiety right), radius (swollen horizontal bone), and
ulna (horizontal splint of bone below the radius, as
indicated by the arrows) are so completely fused and
deformed that it is difficult to image how this limb
could have been functional/useful in the living
animal. Life, even when assaulted tries to make the
best of a bad situation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0kiqmpA0ew
Hands by M. Baughman. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Sharkfinder in the News!
Judy Spiegel collected this interesting specimen
from the St. Marys Formation along Calvert Cliffs.
Three-ribbed Ecphora (Ecphora tricostata) are quite

http://www.voanews.com/content/sharkfinderbrings-excitement-to-classrooms/1973289.html
Submitted by Jason Osborne. ☼
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Articulated Miocene
Dolphin Vertebrae

Wouldn’t this make for a Great
Trace Fossil…?

Marco Gulotta Jr. found these articulated
eurhinodelphinid vertebrae in the cliffs. Articulated
vertebrae of any kind are unusual because the
feeding activities of scavengers tend to pull skeletons
apart. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Large Oyster Shell Donated
Oops, seagull poops! Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Website Devoted to Coprolites
http://www.poozeum.com/
Submitted by George Frandsen. ☼

Vibrio
Lorraine Wood found and donated this nearly
complete specimen of Isognomon maxillata to the
CMM. Isognomon maxillata is now a member of the
Malleidae (the hammer oysters), an extant family of
saltwater clams related to pearl oysters (Order
Pterioida). Hands by M. Baughman. Photo by S.
Godfrey.
http://fossilworks.org/?a=taxonInfo&taxon_no=158547

☼

If you venture into the bay or Atlantic, you should be
aware of the threat of Vibrio and what to do to
protect yourself.
http://www.abcactionnews.com/news/state/flesheating-bacteria-vibro-vulnificus-in-florida-oceanhospitalizes-32-kills-10
Submitted by Dave Moyer. ☼
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Archaic Oligocene Dolphin Skull
Donated to CMM

Xenorophus sloanii is a member of the
Xenorophidae, the most primitive group of
odontocetes (i.e., toothed whales). Notice that their
skull still exhibits a sagittal crest; since the Miocene,
no dolphin has had a sagittal crest. Xenorophids also
differ from living dolphins in that their nostrils are
forward on the skull, level to the front of the eyes; in
living dolphins, the nostrils have moved back behind
the level of the eyes. Xenorophids are also
characterized by having a very large exposure of the
lacrimal bone over the eye (overlapping the frontal
bone); a bony configuration not seen in any other
whale, baleen or toothed.

Jason Osborne found and donated this lovely partial
skull of Xenorophus sloanii Kellogg, 1923, to the
Calvert Marine Museum. The Smithsonian houses
the type and only other known specimen (USNM
11049), which consists of the front half of the skull.
Therefore, this is the first specimen attributed to X.
sloanii that preserves the braincase region of the
skull. Hands by M. Baughman.

Preliminary interpretive drawing of the donated
xenorophid skull. Photo and illustration by S.
Godfrey.
Learn more about Oligocene cetaceans at:
Modern dolphin skull in dorsal view. Image from:
http://www.wildmammal.com/index_files/cetacean_
evolution.html

http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?a
rticle=1246&context=usgsstaffpub ☼
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Dead Dolphin at Cove Point

Another Atlantic bottlenose dolphin found dead
along the Cliffs. Victor Perez records data for
Maryland DNR. Photo by J. Nance.

Beaver Trail along the
Potomac River

Victor Perez puzzles over the mysterious trail along
the beach at Stratford Hall, VA. The footprints
indicate beaver – the trail-drag marks provide
confirmation.

The yellow arrows point to left hind foot
impressions; the blue arrows point to the sinuous
sand impressions, which are presumed to have been
created by the beaver’s tail dragging along the
beach over moist sand on an outgoing tide.

Farther on, Gary Grimsley kneels next to a small
tree that the beaver pulled up the beach, the
branches of which left raking marks in the sand.
Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
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CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB TRIPS & EVENTS
FOR ALL TRIPS CONTACT Bob Ertman at
robertertman@msn.com. As soon as possible, but
NO LATER than Thursday before a trip. His cell
phone number is: 410 533-4203
Remember to include your cell phone number.
Please remember to call in for yourself and family
members, or for another club member, on the date
and time indicated. Current memberships in both the
Fossil Club and the Calvert Marine Museum are
needed to go on the trips. Information on directions,
lodging, meeting times, and meeting places will be
provided at the call-in.
Saturday, September 13, 2014. 1:00 PM – Museum
Lounge (normal meeting location). At 1:30, Donald
Morgan will present on isotopes. At 2:30; Dr.
Bruce MacFadden (Florida Museum of Natural
History) will be our guest lecturer and speak on:
"FOSSIL—A National Network of Amateur and
Professional Paleontologists in the U.S.".
Sunday, September 21, 2014. Possible CMMFC
trip to Scientists Cliffs.
Saturday, October 4, 2014. CMMFC trip to Purse
State Park. Bob Ertman

Yes, this is a filler photo; more impressions in the
sand along Calvert Cliffs. I bet you wish you’d
submitted something more interesting…
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Saturday & Sunday, October 11 & 12, 2014.
Patuxent River Appreciation Days. CMM Fossil
Club exhibits and demonstrations on the 11th.

Scientists Discover Largest FourWinged Dinosaur to Date

Saturday, October 18, 2014. CMMFC trip to St.
Clair, PA & Hawk Mountain (raptor migration). Bob
Ertman

http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/07/15/four
-winged-dinosaur/12478911/

Saturday, November 22, 2014. 12:00 PM –
Chestnut Cabin @ Scientists Cliffs – Potluck lunch,
meeting, and presentation.
Saturday, November 29, 2014. CMMFC trip to
Odessa, DE, for petrified wood. Bob Ertman
☼

Dinosaurs Walk Again - and
Flaunt Their Feathers
http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/theater/2014/07/
16/dinosaurs-walk-again---and-flaunt-theirfeathers/12677139/
Submitted by Mike Ellwood.
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The Ecphora is published four times a year
and is the official newsletter of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club. The Editor welcomes
contributions for possible inclusion in the
newsletter from any source. Submit articles,
news reports of interest to club members, field
trip reports, and/or noteworthy discoveries. All
opinions expressed in the newsletter are strictly those
of the authors and do not reflect the views of the club
or the museum as a whole. Copyright on items or
articles published in The Ecphora is held by
originating authors and may only be reproduced with
the written permission of the editor or of the
author(s) of any article contained within.
Editor’s Address:
Stephen Godfrey Ph.D.
Curator of Paleontology
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us
Many thanks to John Nance and Mike Ellwood for
proofreading this edition.
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